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1 Security Demands and Solution 

For verification and authentication of the video material and recovery of the 
original video several security mechanisms are required. The security techniques to 
realize this solution are introduced in [1]: 
1. The verification of the integrity is verified by hash functions. 
2. Authenticity is verified by digital signatures using asymmetric cryptography and 

hash functions. The introduced scheme from [1] uses RSA signatures. The private 
key of the digital signature mechanism is used to sign the data and the 
corresponding public key is used for verification of the encrypted data. If the data 
can be verified the corresponding private key was used for the digital signature 
generation and the data seems to be authentic as well integer. 

3. Furthermore the original content can be reproduced by inverting of the watermark 
with the well know techniques of Fridrich et al. [2]. Additional secret key 
cryptography (symmetric crypt function) protects the reproduction. The 
invertibility is necessary, because we use a digital watermark to embed the 
authentication message and signature into the media itself. Digital watermark, in 
this application fragile watermark, changes the data and the original data cannot 
be reconstructing. To invert the data, the watermark must be removed and the 
original data reconstructed. The watermark embeds the information into a non 
visual or acoustical channel of the data after the original data of the channel were 
compressed and encrypted. The compression realizes the new space for the 
watermark consisting of the encrypted selected data and security information. 

2 Invertible Watermark for video material 

In this paper we demonstrate the watermark information for one picture P  of the 
video because the frame index as a part of the information is changed from picture to 
picture. The picture index controls the order of the frames. 

The picture data are split into selected data selectedP and remaining data remainingP . 

The selected data are compressed and encrypted symmetrically with the secret 
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key retKsec . A following encryption establishes the dependency of the encrypted data 
from with the remaining data remainingP . The selected data can only be recovered with 
no changes at the remaining data. After the decryption of the selected data the 
integrity of selected data are verified with a message authentication code HMAC with 
secret key retKsec . The public authentication of the picture data is realized with a RSA 
signature, because the signature can be check by the public key publicK .  

The complete watermark information can be summarized to the following form: ( ) ( )( )
remainingselected PHretPAESAES KKCEEW ,, sec=  

( )PIndex+  
))),((( sec retselectedHMAC KPIndexPMAC ++  

( )PIndexPHS remainingRSA ++ ((  

)(),,(( )(sec remainingselected PHretPAESAES KKCEE+

 ))),)),((( sec privateretselectedHMAC KKPIndexPMAC ++  (1) 
Figure 1 demonstrates the embedding procedure. The LSB bits of the blue 

chrominance values at the DCT block position (5, 5) are the selected data and 
compressed by RLE to produce the free space to embed the watermark. 

Fig. 1. Watermark embedding procedure 
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